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ACTION ARA-10

INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 EB-07 J018 W
--------------------- 088206
P 021620Z DEC 76
FM AMEMBASSY LIMA
TO USDA/FAS WASHDC PRIORITY
INFO SECSTATE WASHDC 2855

UNCLAS LIMA 10884

FOR: MEEKER/HOLZ/FAS
FULLER/ARA/AND

EO 11652: N/A
TAGS: EAGR, PE
SUBJ: ANCHOVY SITUATION, 6AL, PR6037

TOFAS: 110

1. 1976 ANCHOVY CATCH ESTIMATED AT APPROXIMATELY 4 MILLION MT. TO DATE, 3.4 MILLION REPORTED AS CAUGHT. THIS ESTIMATE DEPENDS ON SOLVING OF LABOR PROBLEMS IN THE NORTHERN AREAS. CURRENTLY 170 BOATS FISHING.

2. EXPORTS FISHMEAL THRU OCTOBER 497,000 MT.
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